
The pattern checklist has a LOT of info on it!  You can: 

 Ctrl+F the digital file and type in “bloomer” or “tights” or any other keyword to quickly find a pattern with a 

piece in it that you need 

 Scroll through the pictures of outfits to visually match a look you want to sew 

 Keep track of where you got your patterns in case you ever lose one and need to re-download 

 Keep a copy with your printed out pattern pieces for easy reference 

 Write in your own notes (like “unprinted” or “XL pieces in big folder”) to help you get even more organized 

 Make a wishlist  



 

 

30s Palazzo & Gaucho 

Ruffle shirt, straight cut pants 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

50s Swing 

High cut, boat neck, halter, strapless bodice, 
A-line skirt, petticoat 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

60s Mod Dresses 

Mod dress with dickie, pleated skirt, collar 
options 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

70s Hippy Chic 

Bellbottom pants, fake-gather peasant 
blouses 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

80s Punk Rocker 

Bra top, miniskirt, tutu, tank top, long sleeve 
top 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

90s Street  

Overalls with pants and shorts, crop top, 
boyfriend plaid shirt 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 



 

Asian Angarkha/Salwar 

Angrakha & Shalwar suits for Indian, 
Pakistani and other southern Asian 
ethnicities 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Ballet 

Leotard, soft skirt, tutu, tights, ballet shoes 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Basics 
Pants, Short/Long sleeve T-shirt 

 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Beauty-ful Belle-gowns 

Off-shoulder bodice with full skirt & 
minitutorial on vertical gathering 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Big Ballgowns 

Strapless bodice with different skirt options 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Biniki & Underwear 

String bikini, bandolier and boyshort, classic 
high cut bikini and bra top 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 



 

Bubble Dress 

Sleeveless and princess bodices with bubble 
skirts 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Business Basics 

Jacket, blouse, vest, dress pant, dress skirt 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Cabaret 

Ringmaster jacket, strapless bra, panty, 
garter belt, thigh high stockings, bustle skirt, 
easy corset top. 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Celestial Sailor 

Magical Girl Sailor Scout Costume 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Cheer 

Plain and 2-color bodices with 20color box 
pleat and pleated trim skirt options 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Chinese QiPao 

Traditional QiPao with sleeve and cut 
options 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 



 

Cocktail Dresses 

Body contour dresses with 
short/medium/long lengths, halter, 
sleeveless, strapless, princess, low cut, 
detached sleeve options 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Cold Shoulder 

Sweater tunic/dresses with off shoulder or 
cutout shoulder options and different sleeve 
lengths 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Collared Pajamas 

Button-up PJs 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Convertible Mini Dress 

Sheath dresses with detachable/swap-able 
ruffle skirts, bodice sash and trim 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Corsets 

Overbust, underbust & waist cincher corsets 
for short torso and long torso variations 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Cupcake Lolita 

Loose Lolita blouse with chunky square and 
round collars, pinafore skirt & mini tutorial 
on vertical gathering short skirts. 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 



 

Elegant Gothic Lolita 

Tiered full length skirt with simple 
underbust corset and fitted bodice with or 
without pin tucks 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Frock Coat 

Fancy A-line coats 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

German Fairytale/Dirndl 

Traditional Dirndl made of blouse, bodice, 
skirt, and apron 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Han-Loli 

Han-Dynasty influenced Lolita dresses & 
Jackets 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

High Fashions 

Fitted and ruffled high-waisted skirts with 
high-necked ruffled blouses and bishop 
sleeves 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Hi-Low 

Off-shoulder top with hi-low skirt in short or 
mermaid style 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 



 

Hooded Cloak 
Cloak, cape, and capelet with vampire collar 
and small/large hoods 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Hoodie/Letter Jacket 
Hoodie, letter jacket (also fits S Boy) 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Jackets 
Wide collar and motorbike collar leather 
jackets in short/long 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Japanese Kimono  

Kimono w/short & long sleeves 
RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Japanese School Uniforms 

Sailor blouse in fitted and straight cut, 
found-collar blouse in fitted and straight cut, 
jumper dress skirt suspenders, pointed-pleat 
skirt, box pleat skirt 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Karate Gi 
Wrap shirt and straight cut pants in boy and 
girl cuts (also works for nurse scrubs & jedi 
costumes) 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 



 

Kigurumi 
Japanese style baggy hoodie-pajamas with 
different ear/tail options to make many 
different animals. 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Korean Hanbok 

Traditional Korean dress and jacket 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Layerables 

Leggings, tunics, vests and sweaters 
designed for layering 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Looking Glass Lolita 

Simple straight-cut bodice with short sleeve, 
cupcake skirt,bloomers, straight-cut apron 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Meido 

Fitted bodice with dickie, A-line skirt, curved 
apron & pinafore, so many ruffles 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Mermaid Dress 

Body-contouring dress in stretch and non-
stretch versions with flared bottom ruffle 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 



 

Miko & Kendo 

Traditional Japanese Kimono shirt and 
Hakama pants, worn most often by miko 
(Shinto priestesses) and kendo (sword) 
martial artists 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Mori Girl 

tiered ruffle skirt, loose tunic/dress, 
different sleeve/collar/neckline/bib options 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Mother of Dragons 

GOT style cosplay dresses 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Pajama Party 

Babydoll pajama, raglan pajama, harem 
pants and top 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Pirate Princess 

Leggings, simple waist cincher, dress with 
high-neck and low cut lines, different 
sleeves 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Princess Pack 1 

Bolero jackets, fitted princess bodice, puff 
sleeves with cuff, long flared sleeves, 
different layered skirt styles 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 



 

Princess Pack 2 

Fitted bodice with fur trim, wrap top, pencil 
skirt, petal skirt, simple full length flared 
skirt 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Private School Uniform 

Blouse, Tie, Sweater vest, Pleated skirt, Socks 
RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Qi Loli 

Qi-Pao Lolita fusion dresses with jackets, 
puff sleeves, flared sleeves, mandarin collars 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Regency 

Regency straight cut or training dresses in 
simple or sheer layer styles 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Renaissance 

Renaissance gowns with different cuts, 
bodice, skirt, and sleeve styles 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

RenFaire 

Peasant blouse with simple underbust 
corset, layered full length skirt 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 



 

Riding Hood 

Fancy lined cape/hood, off-shoulder peasant 
blouse, underbust bodice, full layered A-line 
skirt 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Rococo Hime 

French Rococo Lolita fusion dresses with 
different sleeve/bodice/skirt layering 
options 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Shabby Chic 

Full force-gathered patchwork skirt, tunic 
with flared sleeves 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Shepherdess 

A Bo-Peep style Lolita outfit with bonnet, 
bodice, detachable puffled sleeves and 
unique round skirt with layering options and 
small apron 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Simply Cute 

Simple Jumper dress with bloomers, 
pumpkin pants, or romper outfit 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Steam Angel 

Hoop skirt, pumpkin pants, halter top, wings 
with harness 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 



 

Steampunk Engineer 

High-waisted shorts with suspenders, fake-
button up collared shirt 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Summer Dress 

A line color blocked dress with bolero 
jacket, stockings 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Super Stretch 

Stretchy catsuit, mini skirt, tights with 
instructions on how to color block for 
superhero costumes 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Tea Gowns 

Vintage tea-gown style dresses with chunky 
square and round collars, sleeve & skirt 
options, and mini tutorial on tea staining 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Victorian Steampunk 

Victorian styled color blocked high-collared 
dress with puff sleeves. 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Vintage/Lolita Dress 

Bodice, dickie, A-line skirt, simple corset 
RequiemArt.comEtsy 



 

Wa Loli 

Kimono Lolita fusion dresses with different 
sleeve/skirt options 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

Winter Coat 

A-line soft coat with hood, chunky collar, 
and capelet 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

  













































 

 

DC SHG Basics 

Simple & detailed Pants and T-shirt with 
short/long sleeves 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

 























































 

 

17” Basics 

Simple & detailed Pants and T-shirt with 
short/long sleeves 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

17” Maxi Dresses 

Layerable Hi-Low Maxi Dresses 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 

17” Rompers 

Rompers with wrap and strapless tops 

RequiemArt.comEtsy 

 


